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I have not written a column in
the past few weeks, quite
simply because I am dejected
by the clown show called the
Republican Party.

With Liberal Jews being afraid
for their lives and donors
running away from the major
universities we could be
flipping New York State.
Instead we have Republicans
like Chip Roy asking:  What
has the Republican Party done
that we can run on?

Besides Congressmen and
Senators looking for
fistfights, the great and
wonderful new Speaker of the
House passes the same CR
deal that the previous Speaker
passed with the help of
Democrats.

The entire party is in favor of
funding aid to Israel, but our
geniuses decided it was a
great time to offset  the money
by defunding the IRS. By
itself, it’s not a bad idea, but
the Senate will not go along
with it, so Israel funding is
stalled.

But that’s okay, we can point
to a meaningless resolution
that passed the House
supporting Israel. Wow, do we
know how to govern!!

Orthodox Jews who support
Donald Trump by 90% were

inflamed after October 7th

when Trump made some crazy
speech about Netanyahu,
instead of Hamas.

Last week Tik-Tok was
trending : “Osama bin Laden
was right.” Instead of
appearing  on every talk show
in New York City, where every
person was affected by 9/11,
Donald Trump was talking
about gag orders and unfair
judges.

The federal judge in the

January 6th case has denied
Trump’s motions to limit how
the prosecution characterizes

January 6th. Trump has a zero
chance of acquittal, maybe
15%  of DC hung jury, but very
good chance the United States
Supreme Court will overturn
his conviction in 2027.

All these polls that show
Trump ahead of Biden? Each
one says:  If Trump is
convicted they will change
their vote.

Want to drive the pro-
Palestinian people crazy? Ask
them one question:
“Where did the Israeli-Arabs
come from?”

Why is it so powerful? Israeli-
Arabs have full citizenship
and full rights in Israel. So
why them and not the
Palestinians? Do some
research. We will discuss this
next week, but start asking
this question. It blows young
minds full  of mush.

It’s so great that Trump is
ahead of Biden in many polls.
The Democrats are getting
closer to their goal of making
Donald Trump the Republican
nominee.

For an indication of how this
will look in November 2024,
before asking how someone
will vote, they should spend
30 minutes listening to

a recording of how bad and
evil Donald Trump is, followed
by 30 minutes of how
wonderful Joe Biden is. Then
ask them how they will vote?

Why this exercise? Because
that is exactly what will be
happening in 2024 with the
ads and MSM spin and the
media coverage of the
criminal case, not to mention
everything else that America
will be exposed to between
the date Trump becomes the
nominee and Election Day.

Why are the liberal Jews who
are going to pro-Israel rallies
unafraid of the White
Supremacists? Weren't we
told that these Supremacists
are the greatest threat to
democracy and safety in
America?

Perhaps they just realized that
the 12 White Supremacists
aren’t the problem, the Hamas
sympathizers are.

I have been asked why I hate
Donald Trump? I love Donald
Trump. It is the 3X Trump
supporter that I am extremely
angry at. Not because you
support Trump, but because
you cannot answer a simple
question about campaign
strategy.

I asked how does Trump raise
money for himself and down
ballot while he is in
courtrooms for six (6) straight
months, and the response is:
“ Trump, Trump, Trump,
Trump, Trump, Trump.”

Why is Trump’s lawyer out
there  doing press
conferences about a biased
judge on a bench trial? There
is no jury to sway.

So this takes away airtime,
and nothing about Trump on
election issues.

9/11 happened because
Americans believed that no
one wants to die, they just
want to be heard. We were too
arrogant to understand that
many people do not think the
way we do.  Israel told us to
close the cockpit doors, but
we did not believe them. 
Bring the nice hijacker to the
cockpit. Introduce him to the
captain, and we will be in
Havana in 3 hours. That was
the US policy, and that allowed
9/11 to happen.

And dumb Americans still
think like that. They’re just like
us. They just want to be heard
and no one wants to die
needlessly. Maybe America
will finally wake up.

When someone chants: “From
the river to the sea, Palestine
will soon be free,” translate it 
for them: “From the river to
the sea, Israel will be  Jew
free.”

End with: “Thank you for
admitting that you are a Nazi
fascist.”

Alan’s Meme of the Week:
”Recent studies have shown
that women that carry extra
weight live much longer than
the men that mention it.”
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